TYPAR HOUSEWRAP INSTALLATION
VERTICAL WALL INSTALLATION Install Typar HouseWrap after framing is complete and before windows and
doors are installed. When attaching Typar HouseWrap on wood-base sheathing, such as 7/16" OSB or 15/32"
plywood, apply plastic-capped staples or plastic- capped nails every 32 inches (vertically and horizontally).
When attaching Typar HouseWrap on an open stud or non-structure sheathing, apply plastic capped staples or
plastic capped nails long enough to penetrate the stud every 32 inches (vertically and horizontally). When
installing Typar over steel frame, use screws with washers.
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1. Vertically position Typar HouseWrap on building
corner with the printed side out. Allow a 12" flap (305
mm) to wrap the corner for attachment to the
adjoining wall. When attaching Typar HouseWrap on
wood-base sheathing, such as 7/16" OSB or 15/32"
plywood, apply plastic-capped staples or plasticcapped nails every 32 inches (vertically and
horizontally). When attaching Typar HouseWrap on
an open stud or non-structure sheathing, apply plastic
capped staples or plastic capped nails long enough to
penetrate the stud every 32 inches (vertically and
horizontally).
2. Overlap subsequent rolls with 6" (152 mm) vertical
and horizontal laps in the field and 12" (340 mm) at
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the inside and outside corners. Tape all vertical and
horizontal seams, and penetrations.
3. Unroll the Typar along the exterior wall. Pull the
Typar snug and fasten to studs or sheathing and to top
and bottom plates.
4. Extend the bottom edge of the Typar 2-4 inches (51102 mm) over the sill plate.
5. Wrap Typar completely around the building, covering
window and door openings, plates, sills and corners.
When wrapping multi-level houses, the top sheet of
Typar should overlap the lower sheet at least 6 inches
(152 mm).

TILT WALL INSTALLATION
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1. With the wall on the ground, start at one corner,
allowing an extra 12" (304 mm) flap for the corner
and align the guide marks on the Typar with the studs.
2. Cover the entire wall section overlapping the bottom
and sides at least 6 inches (152 mm).
3. Raise the wall sections overlapping the bottom plates
and corners.
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4. Secure the overlap on the sides and bottom. Taping or
caulking is recommended.
5. When wrapping multi-level houses, the top sheet of
Typar should overlap the bottom sheet at
least 6 inches (152 mm).

WINDOW AND DOOR PREPARATION
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BEFORE WINDOW INSTALLATION
1. Cut a horizontal line across the top of the window
opening.
2. Start at the top center and make a vertical cut
running two-thirds of the way down the opening.
3. From that stopping point, cut diagonally from both
the lower right and left corners, creating an inverted
or upside down “Y”. This “Y” cut will make three
Typar flaps.
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4. Pull each of the flaps tightly inside the rough
opening and attach them to the frame with nails,
staples or tape.
5. Now install the window and door according to the
manufacturer ’s instructions. The final step is to tape
or flash all seams and flanges securely. Typar flashing
should also be installed in accordance with window
manufacturer instructions and according to ASTM
2112 standard.

AFTER WINDOW INSTALLATION
If windows and doors are already installed, flash
according to Typar Flashing installation guidelines,
then trim Typar HouseWrap close to the flange area
and seal with Typar Construction Tape.
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Typar HouseWrap is part of a complete Weather Protection
System, which also includes Typar MetroWrap, Typar
RoofWrap 30, Typar Flashings and Construction Tape.

For more information, visit www.typar.com
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